Principles of morphometric grading.
Grading of the severity of lesions has increased in importance in histopathology. The simplest grading system has 2 grades. If there is variation in the measuring system, the grading will not be perfect, and there are also misgraded samples. We estimated the fraction of falsely graded cases by applying th NAG (Numerical Algorithm Group) Fortran Library. If all possible measurement values are equally probable the grades based on measurements within +/- 1 SD around the division line are false in 31.6% of cases. The corresponding figures for regions +/- 2 SD, +/- 3 SD, 1 to 2 SD, 1 to 3 SD, and 2 to 3 SD are 19.6, 13.3, 7.5, 4.2, and 0.8%, respectively. Detailed calculations were made which allowed accurate determination of the probability of a grade being false in different positions of the measurement scale. The results suggest that for diagnostic grading a borderline region should be defined (e.g. +/- 2 SD or +/- 3 SD around the division line).